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Dear Partners
and friends of
THE WHY

We completed 6 strong and powerful films about modern day slavery. Thanks to
the outstanding storytellers and excellent teams we managed to describe the human suffering of being a slave, but the films also described the systems behind
this dark side of our humanity, the world’s 3rd biggest illegal trade. Thanks to the
funding partners BBC, SVT, ZDF, DR, NHK, CBC, CNN, SWR, NRK, DANIDA and
Open University. Now when writing this more than 60 broadcasters and partners
have shown the films with great impact and response. On a political level WHY
SLAVERY? secured awareness and political applause after screenings at the UN,
THE EU, THE VATICAN, Westminster and several U.K. embassies.

2018 was a significant year for the WHY. In a time with lack of trustworthy content

Free access to reliable, meaningful and timely information has long been defined

and confused and irresponsible media THE WHY’s stories are in demand. Word

as a fundamental human right and as a cornerstone of democracy. The fight for free

of mouth is the strong force behind our distribution – a TV producer in Kosovo

speech and the right to access information has become even more crucial in the

talked about us to her colleague in Albania, the same thing happens in Kenya and

last couple of years, with fake news and mis-information on the rise and journalists

Tanzania, Vietnam and Bangladesh. BBC WORLD NEWS continues to show our

seeing an increase in fear and violence in their line of work. We continue fighting

films despite severe cuts. Every week we support collaboration, ensure knowledge

for the right to access information by sharing stories from the world to the world.

sharing, debates and dialogues about basic human rights.
Inequality in access to knowledge remains significant and we work hard to reach
“THE OTHER HALF”. 4 billion people only speak one local language, 3.5 billion
have no access to the internet, 1.1 billion cannot read and write. It is against this

Mette Hoffmann Meyer
CEO, The Why Foundation

background we see our most important work to be done. To ensure all people
know about human rights is the first step on the ladder to reach the global goals
and a better and more stable world for us all.
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Executive Summary

national TV. Through Azam TV, which operates in Swahili in Malawi, Kenya,
Tanzania and Uganda, Why Stories was credited with giving the channel “a
chance to expose our viewers to [a] wider and [more] diverse content production and storytelling experience”. In Kosovo Why Stories was described as “a
perfect tool to engage with pupils in schools all over Kosovo in discussions on

2018 was a busy year for The Why. We completed Season 4 of Why Stories

inequality, human rights and poverty.”

(previously World Stories) and finalised our Why Slavery? series, 6 documentary films about slavery today. At the same time we broadened reach; Why

Our partnership with BBC remained strong and our films continue to be shown

Stories grew to include 30 broadcast partners; engaging local audiences from

on BBC World News, BBC Arabic, BBC Africa as well as on BBC’s main chan-

Mongolia to Mozambique and from Albania to Vietnam. We estimate that The

nels in the UK.

Why reaches up to 200 million viewers per film through more than 50 broadcasters in 200 countries and territories, reaching underserved people in more

Throughout 2018 we deepened our partnerships with international stakehold-

than 20 languages.

ers. Our films were shown at the UN and the Sustainable Development Goals
have continued to provide a framework for how we think about engagement.

Much of the year was spent focusing on finalising and launching the 6 docu-

We have also worked closely with the UK’s Foreign and Commonwealth Office

mentaries from Why Slavery? Our aim was to follow in famed abolitionist Wil-

to show our films at several of their embassies, as well as at the Vatican in part-

liam Wilberforce footsteps when he said; “You may choose to look the other

nership with the Global Sustainability Network. In Denmark we worked with a

way, but you can never say again that you did not know.” In 2018 the films

diverse set of partners including Kunst Museum Charlottenborg.

were shown all over the world. Our partners at CBC in Canada wrote “Working with the Why Foundation gave…our audiences access to independent

Online our YouTube Channel Grew by 18.000 subscribers in 2018, reaching

films and story-telling from around the world”. The Times wrote that the series

more than 81.000. The viewer engagement is deeper than that of most of our

“makes painful viewing”, a viewer commented; to watch it is “a wake up call

peers.

for Change”.
In 2018 we proudly released 6 hard hitting documentary about modern slavery,
The feedback from our broadcast partners has been overwhelming and speaks

while extending our Why Stories catalogue with an additional 14 films. We

directly to the importance of strong public media. Our broadcaster in Mongo-

have worked tirelessly to get all these films shown all over the world, touch-

lia wrote that Why Stories’ “trigger independent and unbiased discussions on

ing millions of lives. We are proud of our achievements and continue to work

topics that no-one else would ever have done” As a result of the Why Stories

to improve access to knowledge and support a freer and fairer media every-

series LGBTQ+ issues were discussed for the first time ever on Mongolian

where.
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Why Why Matters
Key Facts
15% or 1,1 billion people are considered illiterate around the world.
In 2018, only around 50% of the world’s population had internet access,
and only 10% of the households in underserved regions had a computer.

It is estimated that around 50% of the world’s population only speaks one
language.
89% of online content is only available in 10 languages, which only about 3

Our mission

billion people speak as their first language. 56% of this is in English.

THE WHY initiates, produces and distributes public media initiatives to a
global audience through broadcast, cross-media platforms and outreach

It is estimated that to be able to reach 98% of the population, the internet

activities. This ensures free access to independent and factual information.

would have to accommodate 800 languages.
Television is a principal source of information for illiterate segments of the
population. It is a particularly important medium in countries where access
to the internet is limited, or where local online content in local languages is
not available.
IMPACT REPORT 2019
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Theory of change
Access to information is a human right and an important element in the

But we argue that our alignment with the SDG’s goes further than that.

UN’s Sustainable Development Goals. THE WHY works with partners

To be able to combat the many problems facing the world today, such

to give people access to factual investigative journalism in the form of

as global warming, wars, inequalities and famine, people need to access

high-quality documentary films in local language versions. This provides

independent information about the world we live in. Without knowledge

millions of people all over the world with free, reliable information.

about the rights we have as humans, and what constitutes a violation of

As a large part of the world’s population receives information through local

these rights, it is difficult - not to say impossible - to act upon them, and to

television, our work is to help smaller, local broadcasters – those most vul-

change the world for the better. This is where THE WHY’s documentaries

nerable to the forces of privatized global media trends. We work with our

make a difference.

local partners to navigate censorship and provide access to high quality,
complex and fact-based stories for free in places where access to informa-

THE WHY fights for a world in which everyone has access to free, inde-

tion is limited and budgets are tight. Through civic education we empower

pendent information irrespective of their birth country, wealth or status.

people to make informed decisions. The 17 Sustainable Development

THE WHY delivers films to both local and international partners, to reach

Goals (SDG’s) identified by the United Nations are firmly incorporated in all

viewers worldwide. We donate our films to broadcasters in underserved

that we do.

regions in local language versions and distribute them on a sliding fee

In fact, goal number 16 underlines the right to access information.

scale to other broadcasters around the world. We also donate our films to
grassroots organizations, who create local dialogues.

+50
broadcast
partners

IMPACT REPORT 2019

+ 200
countries
and
territories

+20
language
versions

+90 films

Est. 200
million
viewers
per film
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THE WHY’s history
THE WHY is a Danish non-profit organisation that initiates, produces and
distributes public media content worldwide. THE WHY was founded in
2004 under the name “Steps” by documentary visionaries Mette Hoffmann
Meyer (former head of documentaries at DR) and Nick Fraser (founder of
BBC’s documentary strand Storyville). The foundation has been carefully
constructed to encapsulate their vision of making documentaries available to everyone, everywhere. The organization changed its name to “THE
WHY” in 2014.
THE WHY’S work rests on three main pillars:
1. Thematic series commissioned by THE WHY.
- WHY DEMOCRACY? (2007)
- WHY POVERTY? (2012)
- WHY WOMEN? (2016)
- WHY SLAVERY? (2018)
2. WHY STORIES – an annual curated series of 20 existing films; now in its
5th season.
3. ASK WHY? Film Club showing films to children in schools and universties.
We are proud that over the years, many of our films have been awarded
with prizes such as The Oscar, Emmy, Peabody, Grimme, etc. However, our
main achievement has been and is our ability to reach millions of people to
engage in dialogues about human rights and democratic values.

IMPACT REPORT 2019
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What THE WHY does
TO SUPPORT A BETTER INFORMED AND MORE EDUCATED PUBLIC:

Impact Objetive

1

Create a better 		
informed global public

Measure
•
•

We produce and buy
high-quality documentary
films

2

Ensure people have
access to high quality,
fact based information

•
•

We create local dubbed

Audience feedback at outreach
activities
Case studies
received either
directly or from
partners
Actual or estimated number of
viewers
Number of
languages our
programmes are
available in

Our broadcast partners
often do not know the
exact number of
viewers as a result of
limited resources.
Where possible, we use
actual numbers,
otherwise we use
estimates.

Number of broadcast partners
Number of
languages our
programmes are
broadcast in
Number of outreach partners

We work closely with
our partners to 		
support the 		
distribution on their
local channel(s).

Number of films
produced
Number of films
purchased

Because of how our
programmes operate,
we do not expect
the number of films
purchased or produced
to increase on a linear
basis.

language versions of the
films

3

Support local media
infrastructure

•
•

•
We distribute our films
globally

IMPACT REPORT 2019
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Support independent
•
journalism through the
production of high qual- •
ity factual media

Note
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Local broadcasters and partners
Since founding, THE WHY has worked with a large network of local broad-

THE WHY partners with broadcasters in countries that have had scarce

casters and media partners. We curate and edit our series together with a

access to factual programming in the past, due to censorship, fragile media

diverse and representative editorial board and in turn distribute it through

landscapes or lack of financial means. For example, when the Mongolian

our unique network of local broadcasters and partners. From Mozambique

National Broadcaster launched THE WHY’s films, it was the first time that

to Uruguay, Vietnam to Kosovo.

documentaries on human rights topics were screened in the country ever.

Total Reach Development

2018

2015

2016

2017
IMPACT REPORT 2019

National TV stations &
educational institutions

BBC WORLD NEWS /
BBC ARABIC

IN NEGOTIATION
THE WHY 17

Global reach:
BBC World News

Interest groups and
organisations

In addition to operating through local partners, THE WHY has a strong
partnership with BBC World News. All of THE WHY’s films are bought and
broadcast on the channel, reaching more than 200 countries and territories.
As a result, our films have been seen by a daunting number of people:

445,399,000 total households

3,245,554 hotels and Bed & Breakfasts
In 2018 we collaborated with more than 50 organisations, educational insti-

240 cruise ships and commercial vessels

tutions, museums and libraries as well as at the United Nations, the European Parliament, the Vatican, etc. We help facilitate the films in local language
versions and help ensuring they can be tailored to the local needs and

The BBC is one of the world’s most trusted sources of news. Again this year,

reach as wide an audience as possible.

BBC World News featured both all 6 WHY SLAVERY? films, as well as the
WHY STORIES. This collaboration also includes BBC News Africa,

THE WHY has developed close working partnerships with interest groups

BBC Arabic and BBC Persia.

and educational institutions. These organisations use THE WHY’s films to
examine and discuss issues relating to the UN Sustainable Development
Goals and complex human rights topics. The power of films and storytelling
can change perception and enpower individuals to better navigate locally
and globally.

IMPACT REPORT 2019
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FROM THE FILM IN THE NAME OF YOUR DAUGTHER
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WHY STORIES

Films in Season 4
The international Editorial and Advisory Board recommend films for each
series of WHY STORIES based on their ability to connect people with the

WHY STORIES, is the realisation of THE WHY’s mission to expand access
to free and independent knowledge, and to engage new, mass audiences with key human rights issues. During 2018, THE WHY produced and
launched season 4 of WHY STORIES, consisting of 20 factual documentary
films a year.
WHY STORIES is comprised of pre-existing documentary films which we
buy and edit into 45 minute films to broadcast on TV. In this way, WHY
STORIES extends the lifespan of high-quality films while simultaneously
expanding their viewership by reaching out to new audiences. Where funding permits, THE WHY also makes local dubbed language versions of the
films, removing a prevalent barrier for many people to access independent
information; particularly for those who are unable to read, write or speak
additional languages besides their mother tongue.

“All people should see these
films, because you don’t
really know how the world is,
until you have”
					
- Mary Wilkinson, Head of editorial content BBC World News

IMPACT REPORT 2019

key global issues identified by the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.
The selection process of the films is also informed by a desire to produce a
series of films which reflect the diversity of different experiences of people
across the world. This has resulted in the selection of films from 35 different
countries throughout our four seasons, covering issues such as poverty,
gender equality and education.
This season, 14 films were selected, edited and distributed to our broadcasting partners. The films were made by filmmakers from all continents,
and were set in countries as far apart as Iraq and Peru. The 6 WHY SLAVERY? films were also included in the 4th season of WHY STORIES, comprising a total of 20 films.

WHY STORIES editorial board

Mette Hoffmann Meyer
Co-founder, THE WHY
Executive producer,
Denmark

Nick Fraser
Co-founder, THE WHY,
England

Klara Grunning
Film Commissioner,
Swedish Film Institute,
Sweden

Claire Aguilar
Director of Programming and
Policy, International Documentary Association,
USA

Ruby Chen
Co-founder and Ceo, Cnex
Foundation,
China

Mariza Matshaya
Producer and founder,
Queen Film Production
Company,
Southern Arica

Nagieb Khaja
Director, journalist and writer,
Denmark

Chris Hasting
Executive producer/ PBS
WORLD Channel,
USA
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WHY STORIES x
UN SDGs

Season 4 Films
LAW OF THE JUNGLE
Michael Christoffersen (2012)

One young indigenous leader in

SDG :

Peru fights for justice against the
police’s abuse of power.

The Why is committed to inform about the SDGs and support their

achievement. Every film selected for Why Stories touches upon one or
more goals. See below how each film in season 4 relates to the SDGs.
THE AMBULANCE
The 2014 Gaza Massacre from the

Mohamed Jabaly (2016)

eyes of Palestinian paramedics.

SDG :

ACCIDENTAL ANARCHIST
John Archer & Clara Glynn (2016)

One man’s epic journey from gov-

SDG :

ernment insider to explorer of new
forms of democracy in the midst of
war-torn Syria.

MARATHON BOY
1: No Poverty

7: Affordable and Clean Energy

13: Climate Action

2: Zero Hunger

8: Decent Work and Economic Growth

14: Life Below Water

3: Good Health and Well-being

9: Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure

15: Life on Land

4: Quality Education

10: Reduced Inequality

16: Peace and Justice Strong Institutions

5: Gender Equality

11: Sustainable Cities and Communities

17: Partnerships to achieve the Goal

IMPACT REPORT 2019

6: Clean Water and Sanitation

12: Responsible Consumption and Production

6 year old Indian athletic prodigy

Gemma Atwal (2010)

Budhia is prey to exploitation, pow-

SDG :

er abuse and conspiracy.
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THOSE WHO SAID NO

REMEMBER BAGHDAD

Nima Sarvestani (2014)

The story of survivors testifying

Ed Dallal (2017)

SDG :

against Iran for its mass crimes

SDG :

?

against humanity, kept secret for

The untold story of Iraqi Jews, from
peaceful coexistence to persecution
and genocide.

over 25 years.

THE ROAD

DREAMCATCHER

A veteran hunter’s recounts of the

Zanbo Zhang (2015)

An exploration of the cycle of ne-

Kim Longinotto (2015)

past while preparing for his last big

SDG :

glect, violence and exploitation that

SDG :

hunt: The Cape buffalo.

force young women into prostitution.

THE END OF THE GAME

THE CHINESE MAYOR

David Graham Scott (2017)

An unprecedented insight into the

Zhou Hao (2015)

A Chinese local mayor faces power

SDG :

hardships of workers and locals at

SDG :

structures in the Chinese Commu-

a road construction site in central

nist Party.

China.

WARRIORS FROM THE 		

IN THE NAME OF

NORTH

YOUR DAUGHTER

Into the minds of young Soma-

Nasib Farah (2015)

The story of courageous Tanzanian

Giselle Portenier (2018)

li-Scandinavians leaving their life

SDG :

young girls running away from geni-

SDG :

in Europe to become Al-Shababh

tal mutilation and child marriage.

fighters in Somalia.
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THERE WILL BE WATER

I WAS A YAZIDI SLAVE

Per Liebeck (2016)

When technological limits to bring

David Evans (2018)

SDG :

water to the Middle Eastern desert

(WHY SLAVERY?)

are overcome, it is political interests

SDG :

The story of Yazidi women sold as
sexual slaves to the Islamic State.

that stand in the way.

RENT A FAMILY
In Japan, people rent spouses, fam-

Kaspar Astrup Schröder (2012)

ily members and friends to uphold

SD :

social expectations

JAILED IN AMERICA
The uncovering of the networks
behind the 80 billion dollar a year
prison industry in America.

Roger Ross Williams (2018)
(WHY SLAVERY?)
SD :

A WOMAN CAPTURED
Bernadett Tuza-Ritter (2018)

A raw and intimate portrait of the

(WHY SLAVERY?)

psychology behind enslavement.

SD :

SELLING CHILDREN
Pankaj Johar (2018)

A deep analysis of the root causes

SD :

of child slavery in India.

MAID IN HELL

NORTH KOREA’S SECRET SLAVES:

The uncovering of abuses in the

Søren Klovborg (2018)

DOLLAR HEROES

Kafala system, where domestic

(WHY SLAVERY?)

Western companies’ and govern-

Carl Gierstorfer (2018)

helpers are sold as slaves to the

SD :

ments’ complicity in the trade of

SD :

Middle east.

thousands of North Korean slaves
sent abroad with false promises.

IMPACT REPORT 2019
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WHY STORIES Broadcasters
Local broadcasters are the very spine of our organisation. They enable us to
reach the most marginalized audiences. This year, WHY STORIES has been
donated to 34 TV-stations. Often, this was the first time that fact-based
documentaries about human rights were shown in the region.
WHY STORIES films are broadcast by BBC World News too. It reaches 400
million households in 200 countries and territories. The BBC World News
reaches some 40% of the worlds decition makers particularly in countries
where reliable news are not existing.

List of Partners
in 2018
Albania
RTSH
Argentina
ABRA TV
Canal Encuentro
Cinear
Colsecor
Construir TV
La Nación
Brazil
Globosat
Canal Futura
TV Escola
Chile
Arcatel
Colombia
Preciosa Media
Señal Colombia
Telepacifico
Costa Rica
Canal 13
The Dominican Republic
Super Canal/Funglode
Jordan
Ro’ya TV

IMPACT REPORT 2019

Lebanon
Aljadeed TV
Malaysia
Freedom Film
Mexico
Canal 22
Canal 26
Canal Conoce México
Zacatecas
Mejiquense TV
TV Unam
Mongolia
Mongolian National Broadcaster
Mozambique
Fundacão Soico
Palestine
Wattan TV
Panama
SER TV
Peru
TV PERU
Russia
TV Rain
South Korea
EIDF / EBS-TV
Uruguay
TV Ciudad de Montevideo

Kenya, Malawi, Tanzania and
Uganda
Azam TV

Vietnam
Vietnam Multimedia Corporation

Kyrgyzstan
OTR

Global Satellite Reach
BBC World News THE WHY 31
BBC World service

Case Study : Mongolia
Screening films about LGBT in Mongolia for the first time in history

Case Study : Swahili speaking
Africa

Mongolia is a landlocked country bordering Russia to the North and China
to the South. Until the 1990’s, the Mongolian government, largely influenced by the Soviet Union, strictly controlled all media outlets, and oversaw all publishing, leaving virtually no space for independent media. Since

Azam TV
Breaking in to Swahili speaking Africa. Kenya, Malawi, Tanzania, Uganda
AZAM TV is a multinational broadcaster that has an impressive reach in

then, slowly but surely, the country’s media landscape has been reformed

countries that generally rank low on the Press Freedom Index, namely Ma-

and liberalised, and Mongolia now has around 300 print and broadcast out-

lawi (68), Kenya (100), Tanzania (118) and Uganda (125) (out of 180). AZAM

lets. According to an Asian Development Bank survey, 80% of Mongolian

TV is going to broadcast 7 WHY STORIES films, selected by local filmmaker

cited Television as their primary source of information.

John Riber and filmmaker, writer and human rights advocate Judy Kibinge.
The films have been translated into Swahili with support from The Nordic

THE WHY has donated films to the Mongolian National Broadcaster since

Council, enabling us to reach non-English speaking parts of the population.

2017. This was the first time that documentaries on human rights topics

Swahili serves as a lingua franca in the region, and broadcasting the films in

were screened in the country, and the films were received with great

the local language. This enable us in line with our mission to reach the most

acclaim. MNB has received more than 50 investigative films, many of which

fragile and underserved people in the region.

have been followed by televised debates about the topics in the films.

“I just want to let you know how much WHY STORIES means to Mongolia.With the films you provided us we have been able to trigger independent and unbiased discussions on topics that no-one else would
have ever done it in Mongolia, such as freedom of the media (Putin’s
Kiss), broken foreign investment promises (Big Men ), LGBT (God
Loves Uganda). The last one, it was the first time when the public
broadcaster ever hosted live on TV the Mongolian LGBT community
leaders talking about their struggle in a very homophobic Society.”
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- Horea Salajan, Mongolian National Broadcaster

“We as broadcasters have got a chance to expose our viewers to wider and
diverse content production and storytelling experience. Since our channel
was predominantly a swahili movie channel, our viewers now have a comparative ground to reference film making through the same social environment
that they have been exposed to in most of our swahili film. We believe this
will impact even our film makers to diverse their scale of using surrounding
environment to deliver a catchy screen play when they produce.”
- Ramadhani Bukini, Operations Director, Clouds Plus Television
(part of Azam TV)
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Local language versions
Television is one of the most important sources of information for illiterate
segments of the population. It is a particularly important medium in countries where there is no access to the internet, or where online content in
local languages is not readily available.
An estimated 1.1 billion people are unable to read and write, and a further
40% of the world’s population are only able to speak their native language.
These barriers still prevent a significant portion of the world’s population
from accessing high-quality information about the world we live in.
Our films are available with subtitles, but have been dubbed into a number
of languages to facilitate a stronger reach.
Funding is critical to ensure language versioning. THE WHY is continuously
looking for new partners to support translations.

2018’s season has been dubbed into
Arabic

292 million people speak Arabic as a 1st language

Swahili

Around 120 million people speak Swahili as a 1st language

Italian

90 million people speak Italian as a 1st language

Portuguese

223 million people speak Portuguse as a 1st language

Farsi

70 million people speak Farsi as a 1st language

Mongolian

3.6 million people speak Mongolian as a 1st language

Albanian

5.4 million people speak Albanian as a 1st language

Vietnamese

76 million people speak Vietnamese as a 1st language

Spanish

480 million people speak Spanish as a 1st language

Russian

150 million people speak Russian as a 1st language

Serbian

More than 8 million people speak Serbian as a 1st

IMPACT REPORT 2019
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FROM A SCHOOL SCREENING IN KOSOVO
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Outreach and Educational Partners
In addition to broadcasters, we have cultivated close partnerships with
festivals, education centres and non-profit organisations. Together, we
work to encourage members of the public to discuss our films, and put
them in a wider con text. Our films have been seen and loved by thousands
of people in underserved regions facing difficult economic conditions or
censorship.

In Development
We continue to work on expanding our reach and establishing new partnerships. While more information about these developments will be featured
in the 2020 Impact Report, it is worth noting that THE WHY in 2019 has finalised distribution agreements with four new broadcast partners in South
America and the Balkans. The WHY is also working on partnership agreements with broadcasters in the MENA region, including Tunisia, Western
Sahara, Morocco and Egypt. Furthermore, THE WHY has supported several
educational events reaching thousands of school-aged children in Tunisia,
Nigeria and Kenya.
IMPACT REPORT 2019
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Case Study : South Africa

Case Study : Kosovo

The powerful idea of discussing imperialism

Sparking actions throughout a territory / the Balcans

FROM THE FILM IN STEALING AFRICA

FROM THE film Putins Forgotten Children

A selection of the WHY STORIES films were screened as part of The Festival

We have collaborated closely with Dokufest’s travelling cinema initiative,

of Powerful Ideas, arranged by The Creative Advantage in South Africa. The

and our films have been touring classrooms in Kosovo.

films were used to highlight and explain phenomena such as land grabbing, imperialism and corruption.
“It really gets the biggest and best reactions out of people, because

“Can films change the world? Maybe, because people can, and films

it’s one of the few films that I have ever seen that switches corruption

with a warm heart can inspire action. We love when documentary films

on its head. It really shows the truth about corruption and where it

are used as tools for change. The powerful and thought-provoking

starts and how it operates. It challenges one of the biggest myths and

documentaries (…) were seen as the perfect tool to engage with pu-

fallacies about the “Corrupt Africa”, and shows that corruption really

pils in shools all over Kosovo in discussion on inequality, human rights

starts in Europe and in the West, and how Africa is corrupted by the

and poverty. These films are short stories about real people and as

West. We love the films, we love The Why Foundation and we hope to

such they encourage our audiences in schools to deepen their under-

screen more of your films.”

standing about universal problems and inspire them to take action.”

			

					
				
- Errol Bilibani, Head of DokuLab, Kosovo

IMPACT REPORT 2019

- Nishara Naidoo, CEO The Creative Advantage
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FROM THE FILM MAID IN
HELL

WHY SLAVERY?
Launched in October, 2018

THE WHY’s biggest achievement in 2018 was the launch of our series
WHY SLAVERY? This included completing and distributing 6 powerful and
important films about slavery today to our wide network of broadcast and
educational partners.

Key Facts

Through 6 compelling and informative documentaries, alongside 9 short
films, WHY SLAVERY? uncovers the lives of men, women and children
trapped into modern slavery across all corners of the world. Whether it is
the deeply flawed Kafala System, which binds migrant workers to their em-

The International Labour Organisations (ILO) estimates that 40.3 million
people are living as slaves at any given day of the year - more than at any
other time in history.

ployers in the Middle East, or the prolific number of children being bought
and sold in India, WHY SLAVERY? sheds a light on the stories of people
living in the shadows of enslavement.

According to ILO reports that 152 million children between 5 and 17 years

The aim of the WHY SLAVERY? campaign is well captured by the words of

are victims of child labour.

18th Century Slave Abolitionist William Wilberforce:

Half of these children are believed to be aged between 5 and 11.
Slavery occurs on all continents, and takes on many shapes and forms.
Forced marriage, debt bondage and domestic servitude are all examples
of modern slavery.

“You may choose to look the
other way but you can never say
again that you did not know.”
			
			

- Famous abolitionist William Wilberforce, 1787

* In below we capture the activity between our launch in October 2018 and
December 2018. Our work to educate and relate information about modern
slavery through film has continued through 2019.
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The Production
To realise the WHY SLAVERY? series was possible due to a formidable collaboration between directors, producers, commissioning editors, experts
and key anti-slavery organisations from all over the world.
By aiming for diversity in all aspects of the production process, THE WHY is
proud to present 6 distinctive, yet equally compelling, one hour documentary films.
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A Woman Captured

North Korea’s Secret Slaves: 		
Dollar Heroes

Director: Bernadette Tuza Ritter

Directors: Carl Gierstorfer, Sebastian Weis

Producers: Julianna Ugrin, Viki Réka Kiss

Producers: Tristan Chytroschek, Wonjung Bae

Hungary

Germany/South Korea

A European woman has been kept in slavery for 10 years as a domestic

Shrouded in secrecy and notoriously cash-strapped, the North Korean re-

servant. Marish has been exploited and abused by a woman for whom

gime has resorted to running one of the world’s largest slaving operations -

she toils as a housekeeper entirely unpaid - she has been performing all

sending workers abroad to work in secrecy as slaves. These bonded labour-

manner of back - breaking household duties seven days a week in ex-

ers can be found in Russia, China and dozens of other countries around the

change only for meals, cigarettes and a couch to sleep on. She even has to

world - including EU member states. Featuring undercover footage and

hand over the money she earns from an extra job as a cleaner in a factory.

powerful testimonials “North Korea’s Secret Slaves: Dollar Heroes” reveals

“A Woman Captured” is an intimate portrayal of the psychology behind

the scale and brutality of the operation. With the promise of payment and

enslavement, as well as an evocative study of a woman so debased and

honour, thousands of North Koreans are being sent abroad, only to find

disregarded that she has even lost sight of her own life.

themselves under constant surveillance, working 12 hour days, in harsh
conditions for wages that are transferred directly to the regime.
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Maid in Hell

Selling Children

Director: Søren Klovborg

Director: Pankaj Rajinder Johar

Producer: Mette Heide

Producer: Pankaj Rajinder Johar, Mette Hoffmann Meyer

Denmark

India

35 year old Mary Kibwana is just one of thousands of women who went

In the world’s largest democracy, India, millions of vulnerable children are

through hell working as a domestic helper in Jordan. She is a mother of

bought and sold, to work in mica mines, to pick tea leaves at plantations, to

four and was lucky to return to her home in Kenya. However, she arrived

work as domestic helpers and even sold as brides when they are just young

in a wheelchair with 70 percent of her body burned. Two months later she

girls. Throughout Indian society the mechanisms of bonded slave labor are

died. Harassment, abuse, rape and 18-hour work days are a commonplace

insidious, powerful and nearly impossible to escape for children who have

reality for domestic helpers who have travelled to the Middle East to find

become trapped in a system driven by profits. Their story traces back to

employment. Trapped in the Kafala system, their passports are confiscated

their families, and exposes how perilous circumstances and a deep lack of

and they are bound to their employer. Unable to flee, they risk harsh pun-

knowledge about the meaning of slavery results in the selling of children.

ishments or imprisonments if they try.
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I was a Yazidi Slave

Jailed in America

Director: David Evans

Director: Roger Ross Williams

Producer: Nicholas Kent

Producer: Femke Wolting

United Kingdom

United States

In August 2014, an Islamic State massacre of unimaginable proportions

In the last 30 years, America’s prison population has surged from 330,000 to

took place during the rapid invasion of the Yazidi people in Sinjar, northern

2.3 million inmates. In this deeply personal and provocative film, Academy

Iraq. Young Yazidi women were separated from the old and taken to the

Award-winning director Roger Ross Williams sets out on a mission to inves-

Galaxy Cinema in Mosul. There they were paraded, selected, enslaved,

tigate the prison system behind which lies a web of political, social, and

tortured and systematically raped. Some were only 11 years old. This film

economic forces that have consumed so many of Roger’s friends and family.

tells the story of Shirin and Lewiza, two Yazidi women captured by IS,

In his search for answers, Roger decides to go behind the scenes of Ameri-

who escape to Germany thanks to the intervention of Dr Jan Kizilhan, a

ca’s $80 billion dollar a year prison industrial complex. As he explores the

world-acknowledged expert on trauma. We follow the Yazidi women’s jour-

network of companies who are involved, he uncovers a disturbing pattern

ney to recovery and ask how a survivor of unthinkable sexual violence can

of greed and corruption, as well as enormous financial incentives to keep

find path to rehabilitation - and justice.

inmate population high, and sentences long.
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Short Films

Partners and Reach

In addition to the one-hour long films, the WHY SLAVERY? series also con-

THE WHY produces and distributes its films on a sliding fee scale. This

taines 9 short films of about 5 minutes each.

means that those broadcasters who can pay a little more for the films do

Six of them are a short adaptation of the WHY SLAVERY long films, while

so, and those who cannot, get access to the films for free. This enables us

the other three are additional ones and are described below.

to distribute the films worldwide, reaching regions and broadcasters who

These versions have so far been used in educational settings as well as

might otherwise not have had access to factual programming, due to cen-

museum exhibitions.

sorship or a lack of funding.

The Storm Makers

Co-production

WHY SLAVERY? films are a co-production with BBC

At the age of 16, Aya, a young Cambodian peasant, was sold into slavery

(UK), CNN (USA), CBC (CA), DR (DK), EO (NL), NHK

by a “Storm Maker” - a human trafficker – who promised her a job as a

(JP), NRK (NO), SVT (SE) KBS (SK) and SRF/RTS (CH)

maid in Malaysia. Now back in her village, she is just as poor as when she

and the Open University (UK).

left. Dishonoured and traumatised, what is left of her humanity?
The Dark Side of Chocolate
On cocoa farms in the Ivory Coast, a country that produces nearly half the

Sales

WHY SLAVERY? films were sold on a sliding fee scale

world’s cocoa, child labor and slavery, trafficking, and other abuses are still

to numerous broadcasters in among others Russia,

common practice. Can we still enjoy the sweet taste of chocolate if we

Finland, China, Spain and Turkey.

know about the bitter reality faced by those producing it?
One Bride, Seven Cows, or a Box of Heroin
(short from WHY WOMEN?)

Donations

WHY SLAVERY? films were donated to broadcasters

This WHY WOMEN? short film weaves together stories of the forced

in countries that lack financial means and are marked

marriage of young girls from Sudan, Vietnam and Afghanistan. The striking

by censorship, because they are usually underserved

similarity of the girls’ experiences highlights the prevalence of this practice

by film distributors.

across the world.
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Selection of
Co-production
countries that
partners
have received
our films in 2018 BBC - British Broadcasting Corporation
Argentina
Belgium

Bermuda
Brazil

Czech Republic
Colombia

Costa Rica
Estonia
Finland

Honduras
Iceland
Israel

Kosovo
Kenya

Lebanon
Malawi

Mongolia

Mozambique
Malawi

Palestine
Peru

Poland
Spain

- Mandy Chang, Executive Producer
CBC - Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
- Sandra Kleinfeld, Senior Director for Docs
CNN - Cable News Network
- Amy Entelis and Courtney Sexton
DR - Danish Broadcasting Corporation
- Anders Bruus, Commissioning Editor
EO - Vereniging De Evangelische Omroep
- Margje De Koning , Commissioning Editor
NHK - Japan Broadcasting Corporation
- Yoko Imai, Senior Producer, International
Co-production
NRK - Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation
- Carina Bordewich, Commissioning Editor
RTS - Radio Television Suisse
- Irene Challand, Commissioning Editor
SRF - Schweizer Radio und Fernsehen
- Daniel Punter, Commissioning Editor
SVT - Sveriges Television AB
- Axel Arnö, Commissioning Editor

Tanzania
Uganda

Uruguay

IMPACT REPORT 2019
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Broadcast educational partners

Case Study : Canada

The partnerships with our broadcasters are at the very core of our organ-

Five nights in a row of independent films in prime time

isation, and are what allows us to continue producing and distributing

Our co-production partners used the films and additional locally produced

high-quality factual documentaries around the world.

information to serve their public media mission informing people about
slavery today:

Case Study : The Netherlands
Uncovering the “unimaginable” slavery in Europe
In October 2018, the Dutch broadcaster de Evangelische Omroep (EO)
produced five investigative stories about people who had lived as slaves
in the Netherlands to compliment the WHY SLAVERY? series and devote
extensive attention to modern slavery.

“We broadcast five Why Slavery films on five consecutive nights in
prime time on documentary Channel, in mid-October, to coincide with
World Anti-Slavery Day on October 18. It provided our audience with
an informative and thought-provoking window into an important subject, that we wouldn’t necessarily have provided through the regular
route of acquisition and commissioning of individual films. Working
with the Why Foundation gave the channel, and our audience, access
to independent film and story-telling from around the world.”

“I thought it was unimaginable. Slavery in the Netherlands, does that
happen? But what we have seen is perhaps the tip of the iceberg.”

- Sandra Kleinfeld, Senior Director Documentary, CBC

- Director Johan Eikelboom (commenting in EO’s impact report)
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Global Outreach

Case Study : Launch at the UN

THE WHY’s sense of responsibility for the films we produce does not end

World’s biggest anti-slavery campaign, supported by a human traf-

with their broadcast. THE WHY work closely with policy-makers, human

ficking survivor.

rights advocates, students and United Nations representatives to organise

Shandra Woworuntu is an activist and survivor of human trafficking. She was

film screenings and events to reach people from all walks of life and all gen-

appointed by President Barack Obama to be a member of the first US Advi-

erations as well as the ones in power. We identify partners for whom our

sory Council on human trafficking. She participated in the WHY SLAVERY?

films will be particularly relevant, so that they can be best utilised to initiate

launch at the UN and acted as an ambassador for the series.

important discussions on modern slavery, human rights and the Sustainable
Development Goals.
“The Why Slavery Campaign is important for me, since this campaign
will educate and raise awareness in our community and society that
slavery is still happening everywhere. This campaign serves to open
up their eyes so they can be a part of the solution, and eradicate modern slavery.”
- Shandra Woworuntu, WHY SLAVERY? Ambassador,
activist and survivor
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Case Study : Institutional Partnership

Case Study : Democratic Republic
of Congo

Screenings at The British Foreign & Commonwealth Office

Film catalyzes community mobilization

The British Foreign & Commonwealth Office used the WHY SLAVERY? films
to highlight the importance of cross-sector collaboration to tackle modern
day slavery. The films were screened in their Modern Slavery unit in London,
as well as in British embassies all over the world.

“A Woman Captured” screening at the British embassy in Beijing, China,
and Sofia, Bulgaria
“We all have a responsibility to be watchful for situations of exploita-

The WHY SLAVERY? film Maid in Hell was screened at the Mwanga Institute

tion and trafficking and any other form of human rights violations and

in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). Following the screening we

do our best to eliminate these.”

received the following feedback from our partners.

			

- Lynne Charles, Deputy Ambassador

“Maid in Hell” screening at the British Foreign & Commonwealth Office,
London, UK

fight against slavery through community mobilization. They recommended COSCAE to continue the dissemination of the film in order to
spread the word on and denounce the abuses and practices of modern

“It is so important that governments give a platform to civil society
initiatives that are striving to make a difference in tackling the heinous crime of modern slavery. We wish The Why every success in their
global campaign.”

slavery committed by the perpetrators in the film. The responsibility
remains shared, the Executive Secretary of the COSCAE recalled, in
regards to the eradication of modern slavery. The government, the
justice system, civil society, NGO’s and the public all have a great role
to play in the fight against slavery.”

- Richard Jones, Deputy Director – Human Rights and Democracy, 		
IMPACT
REPORT
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“In unanimity, the students committed themselves to furthering the

Office.

- Representative from Mwanga Institute
in the Democratic RepublicTHE
of Congo
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Outreach: Denmark
THE WHY is well-embedded in the local community in Copenhagen and

A selection of the local events organised in Copenhagen and in Denmark
within the WHY SLAVERY? campaign framework:
•

Copenhagen, Denmark, to commemorate the 70th anniversary of the

Denmark, and we find it very important to work locally, as well as globally.

Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

THE WHY collaborated with several Danish celebrities throughout the
launch of the WHY SLAVERY? campaign, by producing short Vox Pop videos that were published on our social media platforms. Actress Ghita Nørby,

•

public.

Sine Plambech, journalist and radio profile Bo Lange, Minister for Developand world renowned professor of genetics Eske Willerslev all joined us to

•

about the products that you are buying. How much does this cost?
Why is it so cheap? As they say, there is no such thing as a free lunch.
If you buy something that is extremely cheap, then there is someone

The films were exhibited at the Women’s Museum in Aarhus and at
Kunsthal Charlottenborg in Copenhagen.

discuss and reflect on the implications of modern slavery.

“If you want to do something as an individual you can start thinking

THE WHY hosted several film screenings in Copenhagen in collaboration with Cinemateket and Husets Biograf, which were open to the

comedians Casper Christensen and Frank Hvam, researcher and filmmaker
ment Cooperation Ulla Tørnæs, social commentator Khaterah Parwani,

“Maid in Hell” was selected to be screened at the United Nations in

•

To attract the public’s attention to the WHY SLAVERY? films that were
being broadcast on Danish broadcaster DR in October, we put up
banners in the city centre, on a few of Copenhagen’s busiest shopping
streets.

else who is not getting paid, or paid enough. So try and look at the
relationship between what you buy and how much it costs.”
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- Sine Plambech, Senior Researcher,
Danish Institute for International Studies

“The first thing you should do in terms of human rights, is to tell people that they have rights, because they simply don’t know. Films are
very important for that and showing films widely is very important.“
- François Zimeray, former French Ambassador for Human Rights
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The Work Continues
WHY SLAVERY? began as an inquiry into what the state of modern slavery
and human trafficking look like in todays fast paced, consumerist society.
Through the production of the films, what we have discovered is much
worse than we ever could have anticipated. As we scratched beneath the
surface of the figure that 40.3 million people are currently still living under
slave-like conditions we came to understand how endemic and sophisticated slaving operations are. From incarceration and forced labour in the
US, to degrading domestic slavery in the European Union and the Middle
East, and the millions of children sold in India, around the world an unthinkable number of people have their rights violated every day. The WHY
SLAVERY? campaign has sought to shed a light on the surreptitious crime
of modern slavery by ensuring that the powerful and compelling stories of
people subjected to modern slavery are heard the world over. The level of
interest these films have sparked in the audiences, both offline and online,
are acute examples of the fact that knowing about human rights violations
enables you to start acting against it.
This report documents the progress made in the first three months of the
WHY SLAVERY? Campaign. We are constantly expanding our network of
broadcasters, with an emphasis on establishing a wider network in Africa
and the south of Sahara. We have recieved notice that some of the WHY
SLAVERY? films will be featured in human rights film festivals in the Czech
Republic and in Turkey during 2019. Equally, we are planning screenings
in collaboration with educational institutions and interest groups in Kenya,
Nigeria and India.
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Social Media
Social media

2018 Social Media Engagement Status

We operate in a time where there is a wealth of information available
online. It is not always easy to navigate online information and it is easy to
get drowned out. While much of our work is available online, either through
partners or through our own channels, our strategic focus is to increase distribution through broadcasters and partners who show content in traditional settings, as well as in non-English languages. In this space we fill a need
providing high-quality content that is otherwise mostly unavailable.

YOUTUBE
•

85.400 subscriptions to THE WHY channel by the end of 2018. This
means an increase of 18.463

•

2,7 million views amounting to 800.000 more than at the start of the
year

•

More than 34 million minutes watched

•

Almost 2.9 million views of “Secret Slaves of the Middle East” of which
around 200.000 were in the Philippines, where the movie takes place

Below we show the social media engagement on the Why’s platforms.
Our content is also available through our partners like BBC, EO, and CBC

FACEBOOK

and viewed by many more people through those channels. The numbers

•

19 000 page likes

generally, reflect a very basic engagement online; one which has not been

•

Highest engagement during the WHY SLAVERY? Campaign, with many

boosted and is not professionally managed.

of our posts reaching thousands of people even though Facebook tried
to block us from boosting

We are particularly proud of our YouTube platform which has millions of
viewers every year and had over 81.000 followers in 2018.
YouTube Followers and Conversion Rate

TWITTER
•

More than 8000 followers

•

An increase of almost 10.000 impressions over the last year
INSTAGRAM
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•

Our newest and smallest account opened in September 2017

•

Only 700 followers as of year end 2018

•

Huge opportunity for expansion
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Case Study : BBC Online
Impact

Traditional media

Highlights

Millions of people watched Why Slavery? on BBC. Just online a BBC News
clip from “North Korea’s Secret Slaves: Dollar Heroes” was viewed 780.000
times during the streaming period. While 1.8 million watched it on TV on

Traditional media platforms have paid close attention to the launch of the

Panorama on BBC1, over half a million people watched the film online. At

WHY SLAVERY? Campaign. Reviews of the films included in the series have

the same time the “Maid in Hell” trailer on BBC News Africa’s Facebook

been overwhelmingly positive, stressing the societal importance and impli-

page was watched 1.2 million times. It has been commented on 1800

cations of the films.

times, and shared 27.500 times.

“Wake up call for change. May those who have ears, hear, those with
eyes, see and those who have a voice get the courage to speak for
the voiceless.”

“(…) the Why Slavery? season makes painful viewing from the start,
and becomes even harder to watch once the full horror of its subject’s
situation emerges.”
				

- Critics Choice, The Times

- Claris Nadini, from Ghana
“It [“A woman captured”] inadvertently, and despite the undoubted
“(...) Money doesn’t compensate for human life’s”

evils of enforced slavery – 1.2 million affected in Europe alone – made
me think hard about the subtler, less brutal forms, where coercion,

-Yasmin Omar Hadrawi

“In fact I watched it on our television and was sad and I wonder if the

enabling mutual destructive self-loathing and co-dependency can play
their parts, as in carers.”
- Euan Ferguson, Observer

government of Ghana and other African governments could do something about this evil acts on its people”

- Meme Houeto, from the Netherlands
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ASK WHY? FILM CLUB
“Together with my students, I have learned
about injustices and big
ethical and existential
dilemmas faced by children, young people and
adults in the world we
live in.”

- Anonymous, Teacher
Using the cinema as a classroom, ASK WHY? Film Club encourages school

them with their teachers and peers. Using documentary films as a medium

students to engage with human rights issues and the goals Sustainable

to convey complex messages and stories that would otherwise be hard

Development Goals,through watching critically acclaimed documentaries.

to comprehend for a young audience, THE WHY supports educators to

Each film tells captivating stories about real human experiences - allowing

engage their students with human rights and the issues outlined by the

younger audiences to contemplate complex issues and critically discuss

Sustainable Development Goals.
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Organisation
During the school year of 2018/2019, ASK WHY? Film Club ran its third
season, inviting students in Copenhagen to watch 3 compelling documentary films which complimented their curriculum. The theme of this year’s
Film Club was “Freedom”. With the support of the municipality of Copenhagen (Åben Skole), more than 300 students from 8 schools were invited
to 3 film screenings at Cinemateket, 2 during the fall semester, and one
during spring. The films that were screened were “My Escape”,“The Storm
Makers”, and “Marathon Boy”. These films address distinct issues, which
all essentially capture a universal story about human struggle for freedom
in their own way. These prowerful films are part of the previous seasons of
WHY STORIES, and we are very happy to show them to a new, young audience of potential filmmakers, journalists and human rights activists.

Impact
During this years edition of the ASK WHY? Film club, THE WHY made an
effort to understand the effect factual film viewing has on its audience. Do
students in their early teens like watching documentary films? What do they
learn from them? To answer these questions, THE WHY conducted a large
scale quantitative survey study before and after watching “My Escape”.
The results were striking. Not only did an overwhelming majority of the students state that they enjoyed the film screening; the study also showed that
the students perceived themselves as being more knowledgeable about
refugees coming to Europe after watching the film. The students also liked
documentaries as a medium more after the film screening. For an overview
of the sample, methodology and results, the entire study can be found in
the Appendix.
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Building the
Future of Public
Media

Conclusion
2018 has been one of THE WHY’s most productive years so far. THE WHY
has worked tirelessly to realise our mission to make investigative journalism
and high-quality factual documentaries available to people all around the
world. We have produced and distributed documentaries, short films and
educational material that discuss the Sustainable Development Goals in

Plastic waste is a growing problem and with misinformation and fake

a critical, comprehensible way. We have engaged audiences that otherwise

news lurking behind every corner, there is a need for factual, investigative

would not have had access to fact-based documentaries on human rights.

documentary films more than ever. At The Why, we are aching to start the
production of three to four documentary films on plastic that we have long

This year, THE WHY has donated 69 films to local broadcasters, reaching

been researching on. Similarly, we are excited to start producting a series

more than 200 countries and territories, in 15 languages. Each film is esti-

of podcasts, that people can listen to and get informed by, whenever and

mated up to reach 200 million viewers. We have made significant advance-

wherever they want.

ments in our mission to ensure that everyone has free access to high-quality, factual information about the world we live in. We have collaborated

In order to continue WHY PLASTIC and WHY PODCAST, we urgently re-

with some of the world’s largest broadcasters, such as the BBC and CNN,

quire funding. Sustained financial support will enable us to further develop

as well as local TV channels in countries as far apart as Mongolia and Brazil.

our projects, widen our creative scope, nurture new partnerships with local

Whether in the UN or a school in Kosovo, our films have encouraged peo-

organisations and reach broader and more diverse audiences. All funding

ple around the world to ask WHY?

the Why has received have exclusively been used to produce high quality
films, finance translations and distribute the films to broadcasters in underserved regions free of charge. We hold our pledge to serve the public
highly, and the financial support we receive is always used responsibly and
with our audience in mind.
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With Thanks To

Broadcasters

Co-productions partners

Supporting partners

Thanks to our Filmmakers and producers
Zanbo Zhang, Michael Christoffersen, Hans la Cour, Nasib Farah, Søren
Steen Jespersen, Gemma Atwal, Adam Barth, Nima Sarvestani, Ed Dallal,
Fiona Murphy, Mohamed Jabaly, John Archer, Clara Glynn, David Graham
Scott, Giselle Portenier, Kaspar Astrup Schröder, Per Liebeck, Kim Longinotto, Zhou Hao, Bernadett Tuza-Ritter, Carl Gierstorfer, Sebastian Weis, Roger Ross Williams, David Evans, Søren Klovborg, Mette Heide, Pankaj Johar,
Tristan Chytroschek, Wonjung Bae, Ramon Urselmann, Nirmal Chander, Ida
Bregninge, Femke Wolting, Bruno FelixM, Julianna Ugrin, Viki Réka Kiss,
Carne Ross, Richard Liang, Zhao Qi, Cathy Gulkin, Ulrik Gutkin, Teddy Leifer
& Lisa Stevens
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INFO@THEWHY.DK WWW.THEWHY.DK +45 31 38 41 91
GOTHERSGADE 55, COPENHAGEN 1123, DENMARK
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